CJ: So what meal plan are you on right now?
LW: I’m on the 10 meals and 45 credits? It’s alright.
CJ: What do you like about it?
LW: I like the 45 credits because I definitely use credits a lot, but I also wish that there were more meals
provided because 10 isn’t enough. I like that you can use credits at 57 instead of actually paying, I also
like how fast and easy it is. It’s open way more often, so it’s nice to get food when were like coming back
and it’s like midnight. And we can stop by because the dining hall isn;t open but they’re open. So they
have really convenient hours.The food is good because sometimes I’m craving something a little more
fattier and greaser late at night and they have burgers and fries.

CJ: So do you prefer going to 57 late night or somewhere else like PAR late night or somewhere on Green
St?

LW :I definitely prefer 57, its super close by to where I live, and just super convenient.

Cj: Are there challenges to your meal plan, what are they?

LW: Sometimes I run out of actual dining hall meals and then I have to go use credits, and then I mean
credits also run out too because stuff is expensive. I try to do dining hall once or twice a day at the dining
hall, and once at 57, just because I don’t have enough to eat twice a day at the dining hall.

CJ: When you run out of your credits, what do you do?

LW: Usually, I’ll just snack or have my friend use credits for me.

LW: I wish there was a meal plan with more dining hall meals and less credits, but the 12/15, see thats not
enough credits, so I think something in between would be the best option out there.

Cj: Have you ever looked at switching?

LW: I have but its either 10/45 or 12/15, and neither of those really appeal to me, so I need like a middle
one.
Why did you choose your 10/45 meal plan when you came here?
LW: I got advice from upper class man and they said cafe credits were more useful than actual meals, so I
just went with that, and so far, it’s been working out pretty well because I do use a lot of credits. Out of all
the options, they currently have, I would say 10/45 is the best option, but I’m still hoping for a new one.

